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We consider the quantised free Dirac field on oriented and globally hyper-
bolic ultrastatic slab spacetimes with compact spatial section and demonstrate
how a gauge invariant, pure and quasifree state on the C*-completion of the
self-dual CAR-algebra can be extracted from the fermionic projector construc-
tion of Finster and Reintjes. This state is analogous to the ‘SJ-state’ of the
free scalar field recently discussed in the literature. We prove that this state
generically fails to be Hadamard. However, we also show how a modified ver-
sion of the construction, inspired by work of Brum and Fredenhagen, yields
states which are Hadamard. We also relate the Hadamard condition to the
finiteness of fluctuations of Wick polynomials.
1 Introduction
Quantum field theory (QFT) in Minkowski space, in most formulations, is tightly struc-
tured around the existence of a Poincare´ invariant vacuum state. However, attempts to
define similarly natural states in curved spacetime QFT have met with failure, and indeed
there is a no-go theorem to the effect that no natural choice is possible under suitable
conditions [FV12a, §6.3].
One of the main conditions of the no-go theorem is that the putative natural state
should depend in a local fashion upon the spacetime geometry. This leaves open the
possibility that there might be interesting states determined nonlocally by the geometry.
Such a proposal was made recently by Afshordi, Aslanbeigi and Sorkin for the real scalar
field [AAS12], under the name ‘SJ-state’. In brief, the idea is to use the advanced-
minus-retarded fundamental solution to determine a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert
space of square-integrable functions on spacetime, with respect to the standard volume
measure. The positive part of this operator is then used to determine the two-point
function of a state. One may give precise conditions under which this prescription does
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indeed yield a pure quasifree state [FV12b], which is certainly independent of any choices
of coordinates. However, by explicit computation, it is known that the SJ-state has a
number of unphysical aspects [FV12b; FV13]: in particular, the SJ-state on a generic
ultrastatic slab with compact Cauchy surface fails to be Hadamard. Here, an ultrastatic
slab is a spacetime (a, b) ×Σ with a product metric g = dt⊗ dt − pr∗2 h, where h is a fixed
Riemannian metric on Σ and pr2 is the projection pr2(t, σ) = σ. When we say that the
Hadamard condition fails generically we mean, more precisely, the following: To each(Σ, h) with Σ compact, one may associate a subset E(Σ, h) ⊂ (0,∞) which has Lebesgue
measure zero and is known to be empty for at least some choices of (Σ, h)); the SJ state on((a, b)×Σ, g) is known not to be Hadamard provided b−a ∉ E(Σ, h). (The result of [FV12b]
leaves open the issue of whether or not the SJ state is Hadamard if b − a ∈ E(Σ, h).)
Brum and Fredenhagen showed, however, that the SJ prescription may be modified
so as to yield Hadamard states which we call BF-states [BF14]. This comes at a price:
the BF-states are specified not only by the spacetime geometry, but also by a smooth
compactly supported function on spacetime. Nonetheless, this provides an interesting
and novel construction of a class of physically acceptable states for the real scalar field.
In this paper, we consider similar questions for the free Dirac field. As we describe,
there is a direct analogue of the SJ construction which is closely related to the ‘fermionic
projector’ programme of Finster (an idea known to Finster and also noted e.g., in [BF14;
FV13]; however, we give the first worked out implementation). We will call the result-
ing states unsoftened FP-states (for fermionic projector). Following the description of
fermionic projectors set out in [FR14a], but adapting it so as to describe states rather
than the Dirac sea (the main focus of Finster’s programme), we give an explicit compu-
tation of the two-point function for the unsoftened FP-state on an ultrastatic slab, and
show that it fails (generically) to be Hadamard. However, we also describe a modified
prescription, inspired by that of [BF14] though somewhat different in detail, which leads
to a class of FP-states, parameterised by a choice of nonnegative integrable function.
If this function is smooth and compactly supported, we refer to the resulting state as
a softened FP-state; the unsoftened FP-state results from employing a suitable charac-
teristic function. We show that all FP-states are pure, quasifree and gauge-invariant;
moreover, all softened FP-states are Hadamard. We also study the fluctuations, in a
FP-state, of Wick polynomials defined relative to that state. In the unsoftened case, the
fluctuations are (generically) infinite, again indicating the unphysical nature of unsoft-
ened FP-states. The fluctuations are finite in the softened FP-states, as is always true of
Hadamard states [BFK96; DHP09]. Conversely, we show that any FP-state on an ultra-
static slab spacetime that has finite fluctuations for all its Wick polynomials is necessarily
Hadamard. This is an analogue of a result obtained for the scalar field in [FV13].
2 The quantised free Dirac field on ultrastatic
spacetimes and slabs with compact spatial section
2.1 Globally hyperbolic and ultrastatic spacetimes
We define a spacetime to be a connected smooth manifold1 M of dimension 4 equipped
with a Lorentzian metric g of signature (+,−,−,−) and a time-orientation [T ]. A globally
hyperbolic spacetime is a spacetime (M,g, [T ]) meeting the causality condition and for
1For us, a smooth manifold is a locally Euclidean and second-countable Hausdorff space with a fixedC∞-structure, hence paracompact [Lee03, Prop.2.24].
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all p, q ∈ M , J (p, q) = J+ (p) ∩ J− (q), which is the intersection of the causal future of
p and the causal past of q, is compact. In most of the literature on globally hyperbolic
spacetimes, e.g. [Pen72; HE73; O’N83; BEE96], the strong causality condition is required,
however, [BS07] has shown that it is enough to merely require the causality condition in
the definition of global hyperbolicity.
A spacetime (M,g, [T ]) is called ultrastatic if it is of smooth product form M = R ×Σ
with metric g = dt⊗dt−pr∗2 h, where h is a Riemannian metric on Σ and pr2 ∶ R×ΣÐ→ Σ
denotes the projection onto the second factor. Naturally, we will always take the time-
orientation such that ∂/∂t is future-directed. If M is the smooth product manifold(a, b) × Σ, a, b ∈ R with a < b, and h is a Riemannian metric on Σ, the spacetime((a, b) ×Σ, dt⊗ dt − pr∗2 h, [T ]) is said to be an ultrastatic slab. By [Kay78, Prop.5.2],
an ultrastatic spacetime or slab is globally hyperbolic if and only if (Σ, h) is a complete
Riemannian manifold, as is certainly the case by the Hopf-Rinow theorem if Σ is taken to
be compact [O’N83, Cor.5.23]. Note that, in the terminology of [FR14a], our ultrastatic
slabs have finite lifetime.
2.2 The free Dirac equation on globally hyperbolic spacetimes
For a detailed discussion of spin structures, (co)spinors, spin connections and the free
Dirac equations, we refer the reader to the literature [Ger68; Ger70; Ish78; Dim82; FV02;
San08; San10; Fer13]. Here, we will simply collect the results needed for our purposes.
Let M = (M,g, [T ] , [Ω]) be an oriented globally hyperbolic spacetime of dimension
4, equipped with a fixed smooth global Lorentz framing (ε0, . . . , ε3); that is, the εµ are
smooth vector fields on M such that (ε0 (x) , . . . , ε3 (x)) is a time-oriented, oriented and g-
orthonormal basis of TMx for each x ∈M . The dual basis of covector fields will be denoted
εµ, so that εµ(εν) = δµν , and of course g = ηµνεµ⊗ εν , where ηµν is the standard Minkowski
metric in our signature. In this setting, spinor fields may be regarded as C4-valued
smooth functions, i.e., elements in C∞ (M, (C4)∗), while (C4)∗-valued smooth functions,
i.e., elements in C∞ (M, (C4)∗), are cospinor fields. Elements of C4 (resp., (C4)∗) will be
regarded as column (resp., row) vectors. Also note that C∞ (M,C4) and C∞ (M, (C4)∗)
can be canonically identified with the spaces of smooth cross-sections Γ∞ (C4M) and
Γ∞ ((C4M)∗), where C4M ∶= (M ×C4,M,pr1,C4) is the trivial smooth complex vector
bundle over M of rank 4 and (C4M)∗ ∶= (M × (C4)∗ ,M,pr1, (C4)∗) its dual. The map
pr1 ∶M ×C4 Ð→M denotes the projection onto the first factor.
We choose the Pauli realisation [BLT75, (7.31)] for the γ-matrices,
γ0 = (σ0 0
0 −σ0) , γi = ( 0 σi−σi 0 ) and γ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3 = − i( 0 σ0σ0 0 ) ,
with the Pauli matrices
σ0 = (1 00 1) , σ1 = (0 11 0) , σ2 = (0 −ii 0 ) and σ3 = (1 00 −1) .
In addition to the Clifford relations γµγν + γνγµ = 2ηµν , we note the identities γ0γµγ0 =(γµ)∗, (γ0)∗ = γ0 and (γi)∗ = −γi (“∗ ” denotes Hermitean conjugation, i.e., complex
conjugation and transposition), which we will use throughout without further mention.
The free Dirac equations for spinors f ∈ C∞ (M,C4) and cospinors ϕ ∈ C∞ (M, (C4)∗)
are now:
Dspf = (− i /∇sp +m) f = (− iγµ∇spεµ +m) f = 0(1)
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and
Dcospϕ = (i /∇cosp +m)ϕ = i (∇cospεµ ϕ)γµ + ϕm = 0,(2)
where ∇sp and ∇cosp are the spin connections, which are given by the expressions
∇spf = dfA (εµ) εµ ⊗ eA + εµ ⊗ Γµ f and ∇cospϕ = dϕA (εµ) εµ ⊗ eA − εµ ⊗ ϕΓµ,(3)
f ∈ C∞ (M,C4), ϕ ∈ C∞ (M, (C4)∗),
where Γµ = 14Γλµνγλγν , Γλµνελ = ∇εµεν , eA is the standard basis for C4 and eA the corre-
sponding dual basis of (C4)∗. Using Koszul’s formula [O’N83, Thm.3.11], one can easily
show Γνµν = 0 (no summation!).
As usual, the Dirac adjoint is a complex-conjugate linear isomorphism
† ∶ C∞ (M,C4)Ð→ C∞ (M, (C4)∗) , f z→ f∗γ0.(4)
Since it will be clear from the context whether we apply the Dirac adjoint to a spinor or its
inverse to a cospinor, we will write f † and ϕ† for both the Dirac adjoints of f ∈ C∞ (M,C4)
and ϕ ∈ C∞ (M, (C4)∗). Observe that ( /∇spf)† = /∇cospf † for all f ∈ C∞ (M,C4) and( /∇cospϕ)† = /∇spϕ† for all ϕ ∈ C∞ (M, (C4)∗), which readily yields (Dspf)† = Dcospf † and(Dcospϕ)† =Dspϕ†.
Owing to global hyperbolicity of M, equations (1) and (2) have well-posed Cauchy
problems (see [Dim82, Thm.2.3] or [Mu¨h11, Thm.2]), and unique retarded and advanced
Green’s operators (see [Dim82, Thm.2.1] or [Mu¨h11, Thm.1]). We denote the unique
retarded and advanced Green operators for spinors (resp., cospinors) by Sret, Sadv (resp.,
Cret,Cadv).
2.3 The free Dirac equation on ultrastatic spacetimes and slabs
Let (Σ, h, [Ω]) be an oriented, connected and compact Riemannian manifold of dimension
3. Hence, Σ is parallelisable [Sti35] and there exist oriented (with respect to [Ω]) smooth
global framings for the tangent bundle and by Gram-Schmidt, the existence of oriented and
orthonormal (with respect to h) smooth global framings. Fix such a one, say (η1, η2, η3),
then define ε1, ε2, ε3 by εi (f) (t, ⋅) ∶= ηi (f (t, ⋅)) ∈ C∞ (Σ,R) for all t ∈ (a, b) and for all
f ∈ C∞ ((a, b) ×Σ,R), where −∞ ≤ a < b ≤∞.
The quadruple M = ((a, b) ×Σ, dt⊗ dt − pr∗2 h, [∂/∂t] , [dt ∧ pr∗2 Ω]) is an oriented and
globally hyperbolic ultrastatic spacetime (or slab, if a and b are finite) with compact
spatial section and the ordered tuple (ε0 ∶= ∂/∂t, ε1, ε2, ε3) is a smooth global Lorentz
framing by construction. We use precisely this smooth global Lorentz framing in our
definition of the spin connections and from now on, we will always consider oriented and
globally hyperbolic ultrastatic spacetimes or slabs M with spin connections obtained in
the way just described.
Using the Koszul formula [O’N83, Thm.3.11] one may show that Γλµν vanishes if µ, ν or
λ is zero, which implies Γ0 = 0 and Γi = 14Γkijγkγj in (3). Furthermore, Γkij does not depend
on t ∈ (a, b) by construction and can be regarded as a smooth function on Σ. Using
the fact that C∞ ((a, b) ,C) ⊗ C∞ (Σ,C4) can be identified with a dense linear subspace
of C∞ ((a, b) ×Σ,C4) in a continuous way and similar C∞ ((a, b) ,C) ⊗ C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗) can
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be continuously identified with a dense linear subspace of C∞ ((a, b) ×Σ, (C4)∗), this all
implies that the Dirac operator for spinors and cospinors can be written in split form:
Dsp = − i ∂
∂t
⊗ γ0 + 1⊗ γ0Hsp and Dcosp = i ∂
∂t
⊗ γ0 + 1⊗Hcosp (⋅)γ0,
where 1 is the identity on C∞ ((a, b) ,C),
Hspf ∶= − iγ0γi (ηi (fA) eA + Γi (t, ⋅) f) +mγ0f, f ∈ C∞ (Σ,C4),(5)
and
Hcospϕ ∶= i (ηi (ϕA) eA − ϕΓi (t, ⋅))γiγ0 +mϕγ0, ϕ ∈ C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗),(6)
with eA and eA as above. Recall that it does not matter which t ∈ (a, b) is taken because
of the time-independence of Γi. Equation (5) (resp., (6)) define Hsp (resp., Hcosp) both
as a partial differential operator and also as an operator on the dense domain C∞ (Σ,C4)
(resp., C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗) in the Hilbert space L2 (Σ,C4; volh) (resp., L2 (Σ, (C4)∗ ; volh)) with
inner product
⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩2 ∶ C∞ (Σ,C4) × C∞ (Σ,C4)Ð→ C, (f, g)z→ ∫
Σ
f∗g volh,
resp.,
⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩2 ∶ C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗) × C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗)Ð→ C, (ϕ,ψ)z→ ∫
Σ
ψϕ∗ volh,
with the Hermitean conjugation applied pointwise in the integrands, so f∗g and ψϕ∗ are
smooth functions.
Lemma 2.1. The partial differential operators Hsp (resp., Hcosp) are elliptic, and define
symmetric operators on their domains of definition.
Proof : We only prove the ellipticity statement forHcosp, as the proof forHsp is analogous.
From (6), the principal symbol2 of Hcosp is seen to be σHcosp (ξ) = i ξiγiγ0 for ξ ∈ T ∗Σ. One
easily computes the determinant det (ξiγiγ0) = (ξ21 + ξ22 + ξ23)2, which shows that σHcosp (ξ)
is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces for all ξ ∈ T ∗Σ unless ξ = 0 ∈ T ∗Σx for x ∈ Σ.
Symmetry of the operators on the given domains (termed ‘self-adjointness’ in [LM89,
Chap.III, §5]) follows from Stokes’ theorem, given the easily proved identities
(Hspf)∗ g − f∗ (Hspg) = id (f∗γ0γig) (ηi) ∀f, g ∈ C∞ (Σ,C4)
and
ψ (Hcospϕ)∗ − (Hcospψ)ϕ∗ = id (ψ γ0γiϕ∗) (ηi) ∀ϕ,ψ ∈ C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗) .
l
2For a short but yet insightful introduction to linear differential operators and their principal symbols
(and the notations involved) see [BGP07, Sec.A.4] and [Wal12, Sec.1.2].
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Given this result, we may apply [LM89, Thm III.5.8] to conclude that the eigenval-
ues of Hsp and Hcosp are real, have finite multiplicity, are countably many, say {λn}n∈N
and {µn}n∈N, that these sets of eigenvalues are unbounded in magnitude, and that their
corresponding eigenfunctions are smooth.
Once normalised with respect to ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩2, we denote the smooth eigenfunctions by{χn ∈ C∞ (Σ,C4)}n∈N and {ζn ∈ C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗)}n∈N and their L2-equivalence classes furnish
orthonormal bases for L2 (Σ,C4; volh) and L2 (Σ, (C4)∗ ; volh). As we have the identities(Hspf)† = Hcospf † for all f ∈ C∞ (Σ,C4) and (Hcospϕ)† = Hspϕ† for all ϕ ∈ C∞ (Σ, (C4)∗),
Hsp and Hcosp have identical eigenvalues and, for all λ ∈ R, the λ-eigenspace of Hsp is
mapped bijectively to the λ-eigenspace of Hcosp by the Dirac adjoint, now extended to an
antiunitary map from L2 (Σ,C4; volh) to L2 (Σ, (C4)∗ ; volh) (we also refer to the inverse as
the Dirac adjoint). Hence, without loss of generality we may assume λn = µn and χ†n = ζn
for all n ∈ N. Indeed, we can do more: we may also assume that the the eigenvalues and
smooth eigenfunctions of Hsp and Hcosp may be labelled by the set Z′ ∶= Z ∖ {0} so that:
{λz}z∈Z′ ∶ . . . ≤ λ−3 ≤ λ−2 ≤ λ−1 ≤ −m < 0 <m ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ . . . and λ−z = −λz;{χz}z∈Z′ ,{ζz}z∈Z′ ∶ Hspχz = λzχz, Hcospζz = λzζz, χ†z = ζz and ζ†z = χz,(7)
together with
⟨χw ∣ γ0χz⟩2 = ⟨ζw ∣ ζzγ0⟩2 =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
m
λz
if z = w√
1 − m2λ2z if z = −w
0 if z ≠ ±w ∀w, z ∈ Z′.(8)
(The last property will be useful in Section 3.) These assumptions can be justified as
follows: let χ,χ′ ∈ C∞ (Σ,C4) be normalised eigenfunctions of Hsp with eigenvalues λ,λ′.
It follows from the identity {Hsp, γ0} = 2m and Lemma 2.1 that
(λ + λ′) ⟨χ ∣ γ0χ′⟩2 = 2m ⟨χ ∣ χ′⟩2
from which we may deduce that the eigenvalues of Hsp and Hcosp are all nonzero (as
m > 0) and also that
⟨χ ∣ γ0χ′⟩2 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
m
λ ⟨χ ∣ χ′⟩2 if λ = λ′
0 if λ ≠ ±λ′
(this is not exhaustive as the case λ = −λ′ is left open). Furthermore, applying Cauchy–
Schwarz, m/∣λ∣ ∥χ∥22 = ∣⟨χ ∣ γ0χ⟩2∣ ≤ ∥χ∥2∥γ0χ∥2 = ∥χ∥22, so we see that the spectrum does
not intersect the mass gap (−m,m).
Continuing with χ as above, define η = γ0χ−⟨χ ∣ γ0χ⟩2χ = (γ0−m/λ)χ. By construction,
η is L2-orthogonal to χ, ⟨χ ∣ η⟩2 = 0, and so ∥η∥22 = ∥γ0χ∥22 − ∣⟨χ ∣ γ0χ⟩2∣2 = 1 −m2/λ2 by
Pythagoras’ theorem. Direct calculation now shows that Hspη = −λη. Thus to every
normalised eigenfunction χ with eigenvalue λ ≠ ±m, there is a normalised eigenfunction
η˜ = (1 −m2/λ2)−1/2(γ0 −m/λ)χ
with eigenvalue −λ. With this choice we also have
⟨η˜ ∣ γ0χ⟩2 = 1√
1 −m2/λ2 (⟨γ0χ ∣ γ0χ⟩2 − mλ ⟨χ ∣ γ0χ⟩2) = √1 −m2/λ2
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and further direct calculation shows that (γ0 −m/λ)χ and (γ0 −m/λ)χ′ are orthogonal
if χ and χ′ are orthogonal eigenfunctions. In the case λ = ±m, the calculations above
show that η = 0 and hence γ0χ = ±χ; it then holds that γ5χ is a normalised eigenfunction
of Hsp with eigenvalue ∓m and ⟨γ5χ ∣ γ0χ⟩2 = 0 – application of γ5 is also unitary and
preserves orthogonality. Accordingly, a complete system of orthonormal eigenfunctions
may be chosen obeying the conditions of (7) and (8).
2.4 Solutions of the free Dirac equations and their Hilbert spaces
We now use the results of Subsection 2.3 to solve the Dirac equations (1) and (2) on an
oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic spacetime (or slab) M with compact spatial
section and spin connections as in Subsection 2.3. We will also construct Hilbert spaces
from the solutions thus obtained for an ensuing CAR-quantisation. In this connection, our
interest lies in all smooth solutions with smooth Cauchy data (recall that Σ is assumed to
be compact). Thus, by [BG12, Thm.3.5], any solution of interest can be written in terms
of the advanced-minus-retarded Green operators S ∶= Sadv − Sret and C ∶= Cadv −Cret, i.e.
as Su, u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), and Cv, v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗).
For each f ∈ C∞ (M,C4) and ϕ ∈ C∞ (M, (C4)∗), ft ∶= f (t, ⋅) and ϕt ∶= ϕ (t, ⋅) are
smooth C4-valued and (C4)∗-valued functions and square-integrable on Σ with respect to
volh for all t ∈ (a, b). (We allow the possibilities a = −∞ or b = +∞.) Hence, we have the
L2-expansions (valid in L2 (Σ,C4; volh) and L2 (Σ, (C4)∗ ; volh) respectively)
ft = ∑
z∈Z′⟨χz ∣ ft⟩2 χz and ϕt = ∑z∈Z′⟨ζz ∣ ϕt⟩2 ζz,(9)
where ⟨χz ∣ ft⟩2 and ⟨ζz ∣ ϕt⟩2 are smooth functions in t with first derivatives3 ⟨χz ∣ ∂f∂t (t, ⋅)⟩2
and ⟨ζz ∣ ∂ϕ∂t (t, ⋅)⟩2.
Now suppose ψ ∈ C∞ (M,C4) and α ∈ C∞ (M, (C4)∗) are solutions of the inhomogeneous
Dirac equations on M,
(− i ∂
∂t
⊗ γ0 + 1⊗ γ0Hsp)ψ = u and (i ∂
∂t
⊗ γ0 + 1⊗Hcosp (⋅)γ0)α = v,
where u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) and v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗), then for each t ∈ (a, b),
∂ψ
∂t
(t, ⋅) + iHspψt = iγ0ut and ∂α
∂t
(t, ⋅) − iHcospαt = − i vtγ0.
Taking the L2-inner product with χw and ζw and using Lemma 2.1, we find
d
dt
⟨χw ∣ ψt⟩2 + iλw ⟨χw ∣ ψt⟩2 = ⟨χw ∣ iγ0ut⟩2(10)
and
d
dt
⟨ζw ∣ αt⟩2 − iλw ⟨ζw ∣ αt⟩2 = ⟨ζw ∣ − i vtγ0⟩2 ∀w ∈ Z′.(11)
3If ϕ is smooth and Σ is compact, limh→0 ϕt+h(x)−ϕt(x)h = ∂ϕ∂t (t, x) uniformly in x ∈ Σ, for each t ∈ (a, b);
by compactness of Σ, ϕt is differentiable in the L
2-sense with derivative ∂ϕ
∂t
(t, ⋅) and one may iterate
this argument to deduce L2-smoothness. Continuity of the L2-inner product gives ∂
∂t
⟨ζz ∣ ϕt⟩2 = ⟨ζz ∣
∂ϕ
∂t
(t, ⋅)⟩2. In the same way, one shows ddt ⟨χz ∣ ft⟩2 = ⟨χz ∣ ∂f∂t (t, ⋅)⟩2.
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These are ordinary and inhomogeneous first order differential equations with constant
coefficients for the Fourier coefficients of ψt and αt. We find for the retarded and the
advanced Green function and for the solutions of (10) and (11) defined by them (z ∈ Z′):
Sretz (t, t′) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0 if a < t ≤ t
′ < b
eiλz(t′−t) if a < t′ ≤ t < b , Sadvz (t, t′) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩−e
iλz(t′−t) if a < t ≤ t′ < b
0 if a < t′ ≤ t < b ,
(Sretz ⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2) (t) = ⟨χz ∣ (Sretu)t⟩2 = t∫
a
eiλz(t′−t)⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2 dt′,
(Sadvz ⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2) (t) = ⟨χz ∣ (Sadvu)t⟩2 = b∫
t
−eiλz(t′−t)⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2 dt′
and C
ret/adv
z = Sret/adv−z . From this, we conclude for u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗) and
t ∈ (a, b) in the L2-sense:
(Su)t = ∑
z∈Z′
b∫
a
−eiλzt′⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2 dt′ e− iλztχz(12)
and
(Cv)t = ∑
z∈Z′
b∫
a
e− iλzt′⟨ζz ∣ i vt′γ0⟩2 dt′ eiλztζz.(13)
From this one can also see that (Su)† = Cu† and (Cv)† = Sv† for all u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) and
for all v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗). In addition, one sees that
∥ (Su)t ∥2 = ∑
z∈Z′
RRRRRRRRRRRR
b∫
a
eiλzt
′⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2 dt′RRRRRRRRRRRR
2
(14)
which is evidently constant in t; similar results apply to ∥ (Cv)t ∥.
The cospinor solution space Lcosp ∶= CC∞0 (M, (C4)∗) becomes a pre-Hilbert space with
the inner product ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩cosp (cf. [San08, Lem.4.2.4]):
⟨Cv ∣ Cv′ ⟩cosp = − i∫
M
Cv′ v† volM, v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗),
while Lsp ∶= SC∞0 (M,C4) becomes a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩sp:
⟨Su ∣ Su′ ⟩sp = i∫
M
u† Su′ volM, u, u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4).(15)
The positivity of this inner product is established by the identity (e.g., [San08, Lem.4.2.4])
⟨Su ∣ Su ⟩sp = ∥(Su)t∥22, t ∈ (a, b), u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) .(16)
Lemma 2.2. An orthonormal basis for (Lsp, ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩sp) is given by {e− iλz ⋅ χz}z∈Z′ and an
orthonormal basis for (Lcosp, ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩cosp) is {eiλz ⋅ ζz}z∈Z′.
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Proof : First of all, we show eiλz ⋅ ζz ∈ Lcosp. To this end, let σ ∈ C∞0 ((a, b) ,R) have unit
integral and let w ∈ Z′. Then − iσeiλw ⋅ ζwγ0 has compact support and we find from (13)
(C (− iσeiλw ⋅ ζwγ0))t = ∑
z∈Z′
b∫
a
e− iλzt′⟨ζz ∣ σ (t′) eiλwt′ζw⟩2 dt′ eiλztζz = b∫
a
σ (t′)dt′ eiλwtζw
= eiλwtζw,
where the equation is to be understood in the L2-sense. Because a smooth representative
of an L2-equivalence class is unique, we obtain the result C (− iσeiλw ⋅ ζwγ0) = eiλw ⋅ ζw.
Similarly, S (iσe− iλz ⋅ γ0χz) = e− iλz ⋅ χz. With these results, it is not difficult to prove that{e− iλz ⋅ χz}z∈Z′ (resp., {eiλz ⋅ ζz}z∈Z′) are orthonormal systems in their appropriate spaces.
We leave this to the reader and concentrate on completeness. Here, the simplest argument
is to combine (16) with (14) to show that
⟨Su ∣ Su ⟩sp = ∑
z∈Z′
RRRRRRRRRRRR
b∫
a
eiλzt
′⟨χz ∣ iγ0ut′⟩2 dt′RRRRRRRRRRRR
2 = ∑
z∈Z′ ∣⟨e− iλz ⋅χz ∣ Su⟩sp∣2 ,
establishing completeness and concluding the proof. l
Consequently, the completions of Lsp with respect to ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩sp and of Lcosp with respect
to ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩cosp yield Hilbert spaces (Hsp, ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩sp) and (Hcosp, ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩cosp) with orthonormal bases{e− iλz ⋅ χz}z∈Z′ and {eiλz ⋅ ζz}z∈Z′ . In what follows, we will consider their direct Hilbert space
sum H ∶= Hsp ⊕Hcosp, where Hcosp ∶= Lsp and Hcosp ∶= Lcosp for the CAR-quantisation.
2.5 CAR-quantisation and reference state
The Dirac adjoint † ∶ C∞ (M,C4) Ð→ C∞ (M, (C4)∗) and its inverse (also denoted by †)
descend to well-defined antiunitary maps † ∶ Lsp Ð→ Lcosp and † ∶ Lcosp Ð→ Lsp. Hence, we
obtain an antiunitary involution of Lsp ⊕Lcosp by
(ψ ⊕ α)† ∶= α† ⊕ ψ†
Because of the involutive property, † is bounded with norm ∥†∥ = 1 and extends to H.
We may now form the self-dual CAR-algebra A = ASDC (H, ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩, †), which is the
unital *-algebra generated by the elements of the form B (ψ ⊕ α) and their conjugates
B (ψ ⊕ α)∗, ψ ⊕ α ∈ H, satisfying (see [Ara70, §2]):
(1) Linearity: for all λ,µ ∈ C, for all ψ ⊕ α,ϕ⊕ β ∈ H,
B (λψ ⊕ α + µϕ⊕ β) = λB (ψ ⊕ α) + µB (ϕ⊕ β) .
(2) CARs: for all ψ ⊕ α,ϕ⊕ β ∈ H,
B (ψ ⊕ α)B (ϕ⊕ β)∗ +B (ϕ⊕ β)∗B (ψ ⊕ α) = ⟨ϕ⊕ β ∣ ψ ⊕ α⟩ ⋅ 1A.
(3) Hermiticity: for all ψ ⊕ α ∈ H,
B (ψ ⊕ α)∗ = B ((ψ ⊕ α)†) .
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A has a unique C*-norm and we consider its completion A with respect to this norm. The
smeared quantum Dirac spinor field is defined by Ψ (v) ∶= B (0⊕Cv), v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗),
and the smeared quantum Dirac cospinor field is Ψ† (u) ∶= B (Su⊕ 0), u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4).
The algebra A has a U(1) global gauge group of unit-preserving ∗-automorphisms deter-
mined by ηλB (ψ ⊕ α) = B ((λψ)⊕ (λα)), where λ ∈ C, ∣λ∣ = 1.
We now construct our reference (Hadamard) state ω0 ∶ AÐ→ C. Introducing
κ±z (t, x) ∶= e− iλ±ztχ±z(x), z ∈ Z,
so κ−z = κ+−z for all z ∈ Z, and the κ+z (resp., κ−z ) are positive (resp., negative) frequency
solutions for z ∈ Z+, we define Qsp ∶ Lsp Ð→ Lsp to be the orthogonal projection onto
the linear subspace of Lsp which is spanned by {κ+z ∣ z ∈ Z+} (positive frequency spinor
solutions), i.e.
Qspψ = ∑
z∈Z+⟨κ+z ∣ ψ⟩sp κ+z , ψ ∈ Lsp,
where Z+ ∶= {z ∈ Z ∣ z > 0}, and extend continuously to Hsp. Similarly, we define Qcosp ∶Lcosp Ð→ Lcosp to be the orthogonal projection onto the linear subspace of Lcosp which is
spanned by {eiλztζz ∣ z ∈ Z−} (positive frequency cospinor solutions), i.e.
Qcospα = ∑
z∈Z−⟨κ+†z ∣ ψ⟩cosp κ+†z = ∑z∈Z+⟨κ−†z ∣ ψ⟩cosp κ−†z , ψ ∈ Lsp,
where Z− ∶= {z ∈ Z ∣ z < 0}, and extend continuously to Hcosp. Observe the relations Qsp =
idHsp −†Qcosp† and Qcosp = idHcosp −†Qsp†. Then, P ∶= Qsp ⊕Qcosp is a projection operator
on H and so 0 ≤ P = P ∗ ≤ 1. It is an easy exercise now to verify that P + †P † = idH, thus
P meets (3.4) and (3.5) of [Ara70]. Owing to [Ara70, Lem.3.3 & Lem.4.3], P defines a
gauge invariant [PS70], pure and quasifree state ω0 on A which is uniquely determined by
[Ara70, (3.3)], that is,
ω0 (B (ψ ⊕ α)∗B (ϕ⊕ β)) = ⟨ψ ⊕ α ∣ P (ϕ⊕ β)⟩ ∀ψ ⊕ α,ϕ⊕ β ∈ H.(17) = ⟨ψ ∣ Qspϕ⟩sp + ⟨α ∣ Qcospβ⟩cosp
Here, gauge invariance means that ω0 ○ ηλ = ω0 for all λ ∈ C, ∣λ∣ = 1, and is manifest from
the preceding expression. The state ω0 is Hadamard [SV00; DH06] and the associated
Wightman two-point distribution can be written as
W
(2)
0 [(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)](18) ∶= ω0 (B (Su⊕Cv)B (Su′ ⊕Cv′))= ω0 (B (Sv† ⊕Cu†)∗B (Su′ ⊕Cv′))= ⟨Sv† ∣ QspSu′⟩sp + ⟨Cu† ∣ QcospCv′⟩cosp= ∑
z∈Z+⟨Sv† ∣ κ+z ⟩sp⟨κ+z ∣ Su′⟩sp + ∑z∈Z+⟨Cu† ∣ κ−†z ⟩cosp⟨κ−†z ∣ Cv′⟩cosp= ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M {v (t, x)κ+z (t, x)κ+z (t′, x′)† u′ (t′, x′) }volM vol′M+ ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M {κ−z (t, x)† u (t, x) v′ (t′, x′)κ−z (t′, x′) }volM vol′M
u,u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗).
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In terms of the eigenfunctions χz and ζz, this reads
W
(2)
0 [(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)](19) = ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M e− iλz(t−t′)v (t, x)χz (x) ζz (x′)u′ (t′, x′)volM vol′M+ ∑
z∈Z−∫M ∫M eiλz(t−t′)ζz (x)u (t, x) v′ (t′, x′)χz (x′)volM vol′M,
u, u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗).
Using the reference state, we can determine whether or not any other state is Hadamard,
by whether or not the difference of their Wightman two-point distributions is smooth.
For this purpose, it is useful to use the fact that Qcosp = idHcosp −†Qsp† to write
W
(2)
0 [(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)] = ⟨Sv† ∣ QspSu′⟩sp − ⟨Sv′† ∣ QspSu⟩sp + ⟨Cu† ∣ Cv′⟩cosp.(20)
3 FP-states on globally hyperbolic ultrastatic slabs with
compact spatial sections
From now on, we focus on the situation for oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic
slabs with compact spatial section and spin connections as constructed in Subsection 2.3,
i.e. a, b ∈ R are now taken such that −∞ < a < b < ∞. In this section, we will show how
the fermionic projector description of [FR14a] gives rise to a gauge invariant, pure and
quasifree state on the C*-completion A of the self-dual CAR-algebra A = ASDC (H, ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩, †)
for the quantised free Dirac field (see Subsection 2.5) on such a spacetime M. We will
call this state the unsoftened FP-state. Proceeding in the spirit of [BF14], we regard
the unsoftened FP-state as a special case within a class of FP-states, parameterised by a
nonnegative integrable function f ∈ L1(R). Within this class, states obtained from smooth
compactly supported f will be described as softened FP-states, while the unsoftened FP-
state corresponds to taking f as the characteristic function of (a, b). Our main objectives
are to show that the unsoftened FP-state does not have the Hadamard property in general,
but that the softened FP-states are all Hadamard.
To begin, let N be the oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic spacetime with
exactly the same compact spatial section and spin connections as M [but with underlying
manifold N = R×Σ]. By extension with zero, any u ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) can also be regarded as a
smooth and compactly supported C4-valued function on N . In this regard, ψ˜ = SNu ∈ LspN
constitutes the unique solution of (1) on N which coincides with the unique solution of (1)
on M , ψ = Su ∈ Lsp. Formulae or objects relating to N will be denoted using a subscript
‘N’; otherwise M is to be understood.
Let f ∈ L1(R) be an integrable nonnegative function. Typically we will have in mind
that f is either the characteristic function χ(a,b) of (a, b) (which will yield the unsoftened
FP-state) or a compactly supported smooth function (which will yield the softened FP-
states). As f is integrable, it has a Fourier transform, for which we adopt the nonstandard
convention
fˆ (λ) ∶= ∫
R
feiλtdt .
Essential to our construction is the non-degenerate Hermitean sesquilinear form< ⋅ ∣ ⋅ >FPf ∶ Lsp ×Lsp Ð→ C, (ψ,ϕ)z→ ∫
N
f ψ˜† ϕ˜volN,
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which reduces to the form studied in [FR14a], in the case where f is the characteristic
function χ(a,b) of (a, b). Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (12),
∣< ψ ∣ ϕ >FPf ∣ ≤ ∫
R
f ∣⟨ψ˜t ∣ γ0ϕ˜t⟩2∣dt ≤ ∫
R
f ∥ψ˜t∥2 ∥ϕ˜t∥2 dt = ∫
R
f ∥ψ˜∥spN ∥ϕ˜∥spN dt
≤ fˆ (0) ∥ψ∥sp ∥ϕ∥sp ∀ψ,ϕ ∈ Lsp,
where we have used (16) to give ∥ψ˜t∥2 = ∥ψ˜∥spN. Thus, < ⋅ ∣ ⋅ >FPf is continuous and by
[BB03, Thm.20.2.1], there is a unique self-adjoint bounded operator Af ∶ Hsp Ð→ Hsp
satisfying the identity ⟨ψ ∣ Afϕ⟩sp = < ψ ∣ ϕ >FPf for all ψ,ϕ ∈ Lsp.
Our construction proceeds by defining Qspf to be the spectral projection χR+(Af) and
using this to construct a state ωFPf by analogy with the construction of the reference
state ω0 in terms of Qsp. This state will be known as the FPf -state; if f is the charac-
teristic function of the interval (a, b), we refer to ωFPf as the unsoftened FP-state for the
ultrastatic slab M, while if f is smooth and compactly supported, we describe ωFPf as a
softened FP-state. The definition of Qspf is suggested by the constructions of [FR14a], al-
though we emphasise that Qspf is not itself the fermionic projector, which is closely related
to the complementary spectral projection χR−(Af).
The first step is to compute the action of Af on elements of Hsp. We realise that
⟨κ+w ∣ Afκ+z ⟩sp = < κ+w ∣ κ+z >FPf = ∫
N
feiλwte− iλztχ†w χz volN
= ∫
R
fei(λw−λz)t ⟨χw ∣ γ0χz⟩2 dt
= fˆ (0)m
λz
δwz + fˆ (2λz)√1 − m2
λ2z
δ−wz ∀w, z ∈ Z′,
and thus
⟨κ+z ∣ Afψ⟩sp = fˆ (0)mλz ⟨κ+z ∣ ψ⟩sp + fˆ (2λz)
√
1 − m2
λ2z
⟨κ−z ∣ ψ⟩sp, z ∈ Z′, ψ ∈ Hsp.
We hence see that Af acts on Hsp by
Afψ = ∑
z∈Z′
⎛⎝ fˆ (0)mλz ⟨κ+z ∣ ψ⟩sp + fˆ (2λz)
√
1 −m2
λ2z
⟨κ−z ∣ ψ⟩sp⎞⎠κ+z .(21)
In order to proceed with the description given in [FR14a], we need to obtain the spectral
decomposition of Af . For this purpose, it is useful to note that Af evidently decomposes
as a direct sum Af =⊕z∈Z+ Af,z with respect to the decomposition Hsp =⊕z∈Z+Hspz , whereHspz is the two-dimensional space spanned by κ±z . Representing ακ+z + βκ−z by the column
vector (α β)⊺, Af,z takes matrix form
Af,z = ⎛⎝ fˆ (0)m/λz fˆ (2λz)
√
1 −m2/λ2z
fˆ (2λz)√1 −m2/λ2z −fˆ (0)m/λz ⎞⎠(22)
where we have used λ−z = −λz and also the fact that f is real-valued. It is convenient to
parameterise
Af,z = Ξf,z ( cos 2θf,z eiφf,z sin 2θf,ze− iφf,z sin 2θf,z − cos 2θf,z )(23)
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where
Ξf,z ∶= ¿ÁÁÀ∣fˆ (2λz)∣2 (1 − m2
λ2z
) + fˆ (0)2m2
λ2z
(24)
and θf,z ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2) and φf,z ∈ [0,2pi) are uniquely determined. Note that Ξf,z > 0 for
each z ∈ Z+; hence cos 2θf,z > 0 for z ∈ Z+ (as f is nonnegative) and so cos θf,z > 1/√2.
Lemma 3.1. The spectrum of Af is a pure point spectrum, with eigenvalues
σp (Af) = {±Ξf,z ∣ z ∈ Z+} .(25)
A basis of normalised eigenvectors κ±f,z (z ∈ Z+) is defined by
κ+f,z = cos θf,zκ+z + e− iφf,z sin θf,zκ−z(26)
κ−f,z = cos θf,zκ−z − eiφf,z sin θf,zκ+z ,(27)
so that Afκ±f,z = Ξf,zκ±f,z for each z ∈ Z+.
Proof : Elementary computation (e.g., using the matrix form of Af,z) shows that the κ±f,z
are normalised eigenvectors of Af with the stated eigenvalues. As κ±f,z span Hspz for each
z ∈ Z+, they provide a complete orthonormal basis for Hsp which demonstrates that the
spectrum is pure point. l
With the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors found in Lemma 3.1, we have the spectral
decomposition of Af :
Af = ∑
z∈Z+,s=± sΞf,z ⟨κsf,z ∣ ⋅⟩sp κsf,z
Proceeding by analogy with the fermionic projector prescription of [FR14a], we define
Qspf = χ(0,∞) (Af), the projection onto the positive eigenspace, given by
Qspf = ∑
z∈Z+⟨κ+f,z ∣ ⋅⟩sp κ+f,z.
Note that, if f = χ(a,b) then κ+f,z → e− iλz ⋅χz in the limit a → −∞, b → ∞, for z ∈ Z+; one
may show that Qspf → Qsp strongly in this limit, recovering the projection that defined
the reference state.
For future reference, it is also useful to note that Qspf and Q
sp both decompose as a
direct sums with respect to the decomposition Hsp = ⊕z∈Z+Hspz . The components Qspf,z
and Qspz corresponding to Hspz have the matrix forms
Qspf,z = ( cos2 θf,z eiφf,z sin θf,z cos θf,ze− iφf,z sin θf,z cos θf,z sin2 θf,z ) , Qspz = (1 00 0)(28)
so
Qspf,z −Qspz = ( − sin2 θf,z eiφf,z sin θf,z cos θf,ze− iφf,z sin θf,z cos θf,z sin2 θf,z ) .(29)
In order to construct a gauge invariant, pure and quasifree state ωFPf on A, we need to
‘double’ Qspf to a self-adjoint bounded operator PFPf on H satisfying the two conditions
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[Ara70, Eqs. (3.4), (3.5)], that is, 0 ≤ P ∗FPf = PFPf ≤ 1 and PFPf + †PFPf † = idH. Consider
the projection operator on Hcosp defined by
Qcospf ∶= idHcosp −†Qspf † = ∑
z∈Z+ ⟨κ−†f,z ∣ ⋅ ⟩cosp κ−†f,z,
then also Qspf = idHsp −†Qcospf †, and PFPf = Qspf ⊕Qcospf ∶ H Ð→ H has the required proper-
ties. Now, [Ara70, Lem.3.3 & Lem.4.3] yield a gauge invariant, pure and quasifree state
ωFPf ∶ AÐ→ C, the FPf -state, uniquely determined by
ωFPf (B (ψ ⊕ α)∗B (ϕ⊕ β)) = ⟨ψ ⊕ α ∣ PFPfϕ⊕ β⟩ ∀ψ ⊕ α,ϕ⊕ β ∈ H.
The associated Wightman two-point distribution can thus be written as
W
(2)
FPf
[(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)](30) = ⟨Sv† ∣ Qspf Su′⟩sp + ⟨Cu† ∣ Qcospf Cv′⟩cosp= ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M {v (t, x)κ+f,z (t, x)κ+f,z (t′, x′)† u′ (t′, x′) }volM vol′M+ ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M {κ−f,z (t, x)† u (t, x) v′ (t′, x′)κ−f,z (t′, x′) }volM vol′M
u,u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗).
As in the case of the reference state, we may also write
W
(2)
FPf
[(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)] = ⟨Sv† ∣ Qspf Su′⟩sp − ⟨Sv′† ∣ Qspf Su⟩sp + ⟨Cu† ∣ Cv′⟩cosp.(31)
3.1 The unsoftened FP-state is not Hadamard
We can now establish that the unsoftened FP-state cannot be a Hadamard state in general,
proceeding along similar lines to [FV12b]. As mentioned at the end of Section 2.5, we can
determine whether or not a state is Hadamard by whether or not its two-point distribution
differs from that of the reference state by a distribution that amounts to integration
against a smooth function. At this point, it is requisite to specify what is to be understood
exactly by “integration against a smooth function”: to be precise, ωFPf is Hadamard if
and only if there exists a smooth function k ∈ C∞ (M ×M, [C4 ⊕ (C4)∗]⊗ [C4 ⊕ (C4)∗])
such that (W (2)FPf −W (2)0 ) [σ] = ∫
M×M k
∗σ volM×M(32)
∀σ ∈ C∞0 (M ×M, [C4 ⊕ (C4)∗]⊗ [C4 ⊕ (C4)∗]),
where “ ∗ ” denotes Hermitean conjugation as before.
Since C∞0 (M,C4 ⊕ (C4)∗)⊗C∞0 (M,C4 ⊕ (C4)∗) can be identified in a continuous manner
with a dense linear subspace of C∞0 (M ×M, [C4 ⊕ (C4)∗]⊗ [C4 ⊕ (C4)∗]), it is enough
to establish (32) for σ of the form σ = (u⊕ v) ⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′) for u,u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) and
v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗). In fact, we need not consider the full difference W (2)FPf −W (2)0 but
only ‘half’ of it. Comparing (20) and (31), we see that
(W (2)FPf −W (2)0 ) [(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)] = ⟨Sv† ∣ (Qspf −Qsp)Su′⟩sp−⟨Sv′† ∣ (Qspf −Qsp)Su⟩sp
u,u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) , v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗)
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and as the two summands are of the same form, we conclude that ωFPf is Hadamard if
and only if there exists k ∈ C∞ (M ×M,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗) such that
⟨Sv† ∣ (Qspf −Qsp)Su′⟩sp = ∫
M×M k
∗ (u′ ⊗ v)volM×M
Now, if such a smooth function k exists, it is clearly smooth and square-integrable on the
smooth product manifold M ′ ×M ′ with respect to the product measure volM′×M′ , where
we have defined M ′ ∶= (a′, b′) ×Σ for some choice of a′ and b′ with a < a′ < b′ < b. Thus k
defines a Hilbert–Schmidt operator K on L2 (M ′,C4; volM′) such that
⟨ϕ ∣Kψ⟩(a′,b′) ∶= ∫
M ′×M ′ k
∗ (γ0ψ ⊗ ϕ†γ0)volM′×M′ , ϕ,ψ ∈ L2 (M ′,C4; volM′) ,
Now, as
⟨Sv† ∣ (Qspf −Qsp)Su′⟩sp = ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M {v (t, x)κ+f,z (t, x)κ+f,z (t′, x′)† u′ (t′, x′) }volM vol′M− ∑
z∈Z+∫M ∫M {v (t, x)κ+z (t, x)κ+z (t′, x′)† u′ (t′, x′) }volM vol′M,(33)
it follows that
⟨ϕ ∣Kψ⟩M ′ = ∑
z∈Z+ (⟨ϕ ∣ κ+f,z⟩M ′⟨κ+f,z ∣ ψ⟩M ′ − ⟨ϕ ∣ κ+z ⟩M ′⟨κ+z ∣ ψ⟩M ′)
where ⟨⋅ ∣ ⋅⟩M ′ is the inner product of L2 (M ′,C4; volM′) (in the first instance, this formula
is obtained for ϕ,ψ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), but one then extends by continuity). One sees that the
span of κ±z in L2 (M ′,C4; volM′) is an invariant subspace for K, for each z ∈ Z+. Writing
the restriction of K to this subspace as Kz, it is clear that Kz has matrix form (cf. (29))
Kz = (b′ − a′)( − sin2 θf,z eiφf,z sin θf,z cos θf,ze− iφf,z sin θf,z cos θf,z sin2 θf,z )
with respect to the orthonormal basis κ+z /√b′ − a′, κ−z /√b′ − a′. As this matrix is trace-free,
it has a pair of eigenvalues with equal magnitude but opposite signs, where the magnitude
is the square-root of the minus the determinant. Thus we deduce:
Lemma 3.2. The operator K has spectrum
(34) σ(K) = {0} ∪ {±(b′ − a′) sin θf,z ∣ z ∈ Z+}.
Proof : Elementary calculation shows that Kz has eigenvalues ±(b′−a′) sin θf,z, with cor-
responding eigenvectors that must span the two-dimensional space spanned by κ±z /√b′ − a′.
It is clear that K annihilates the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by all such
vectors. l
Lemma 3.3. Let a = −b,4 and take f to be the characteristic function χ(a,b) of (a, b). The
set of b ∈ (0,∞) for which limz→+∞ sin θf,z = 0 is of Lebesgue measure zero.
4This assumption is made purely to simplify the formulae.
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Proof : Explicitly, we have
µz ∶= ∣ sin θf,z ∣ = ¿ÁÁÀ1
2
(1 − fˆ (0)m
λzΞf,z
).
Using the formula (24) for Ξf,z, we easily see that µz → 0 only if λ2z ∣fˆ (2λz)∣2 (1 − m2λ2z )→ 0,
which implies λ2z ∣fˆ (2λz)∣2 → 0, since limz→∞∣λz ∣ = ∞. Now, for f = χ(−b,b), we have
fˆ (2λz) = sin (2bλz) /λz and so λ2z ∣fˆ (2λz)∣2 = sin (2bλz)2. It is proven in [FV12b] (after
Proposition 4.1) that the set {b ∈ (0,∞) ∣ limz→∞ sin (2bλz) = 0} is of Lebesgue measure
zero. l
Theorem 3.4. Let M be with spin connections as in Subsection 2.3 and with a = −b
for b ∈ (0,∞); hence, M is a parallelisable, oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic
slab with compact spatial section. Then the unsoftened FP-state on the C*-completion of
the self-dual CAR-algebra for the quantised free Dirac field fails to be Hadamard for all
b ∈ (0,∞) outside a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
Proof: If b ∈ (0,∞) is such that limz→+∞ µz ≠ 0, then K cannot be compact [Rud91,
Thm.4.24(b)]. We conclude that the FP-state cannot be a Hadamard state for such choices
of b, and Lemma 3.3 completes the proof. l
Note that the softened FP-states, for which f is smooth and compactly supported,
avoid the contradiction in the proof of the theorem due to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma
applied to (derivatives of) f . We will now show that such states are always Hadamard.
3.2 Softened FP-states are Hadamard
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.5. Let M be with spin connections as in Subsection 2.3; in particular, M
is a parallelisable, oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic slab with compact spatial
section. The softened FP-states on the C*-completion of the self-dual CAR-algebra for
the quantised free Dirac field on M are Hadamard.
The proof is accomplished by the following discussion. Let f be a smooth compactly
supported and nonnegative function, not identically zero, so the state ωFPf is a softened
FP-state. To establish that the difference W
(2)
FPf
−W (2)0 is smooth, we can equivalently
show that u′ ⊗ v z→ ⟨Sv† ∣ (Qspf −Qsp)Su′⟩sp for u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4) and v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗)
is smooth. We know that we can write⟨Sv† ∣ (Qspf −Qsp)Su′⟩sp = ∑
z∈Z+ ∫M×M σ∗z (u′ ⊗ v)volM×M
u′ ∈ C∞0 (M,C4), v ∈ C∞0 (M, (C4)∗),
where σz ∈ C∞ (M ×M,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗) is read off from (33):
σz = γ0κ+f,z ⊗ (κ+f,z)†γ0 − γ0κ+z ⊗ (κ+z )†γ0= sin2 θf,z (γ0κ−z ⊗ (κ−z )†γ0 − γ0κ+z ⊗ (κ+z )†γ0)+ sin θf,z cos θf,z (e− iφf,zγ0κ−z ⊗ (κ+z )†γ0 + eiφf,zγ0κ+z ⊗ (κ−z )†γ0)(35)
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To show that ωFPf is Hadamard, it is sufficient to show that the series∑z∈Z+ σz converges
in L2 (M ×M,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗ ; volM×M) and has a smooth representative. Now σz decomposes
into four pairwise orthogonal terms, because the vectors χsz ⊗ χs′z (s, s′ ∈ {±1}) are
orthonormal in L2(Σ;C4; volh) and so we compute∥σz∥22 = (b − a) (2 sin4 θf,z + 2 sin2 θf,z cos2 θf,z) = 2(b − a) sin2 θf,z ∀z ∈ Z+.(36)
As the σz are pairwise orthogonal for z ∈ Z+, their sum converges if ∑z∈Z+∥σz∥22 < ∞ (cf.
[HS96, Lem.21.7]), which is established by the p = 0 case of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. For each p = 0,1,2, . . .,
(37) ∑
z∈Z+ λpz sin
2 θf,z <∞.
Proof : Note first that all terms in the series are positive. It follows from Eq. (23) that
2 sin2 θf,z = (1 − fˆ (0)m
λzΞf,z
) .
Using the explicit form of Ξf,z found in Eq. (24), we compute
∑
z∈Z+ 2λpz sin
2 θf,z = ∑
z∈Z+
⎛⎝1 − 1√∣gˆ (2λz)∣2 (λ2z −m2) + 1⎞⎠λpz≤ ∑
z∈Z+∣gˆ (2λz)∣2λp+2z
where g ∶= f/ (fˆ (0)m) ∈ C∞0 (R,R); also, recall that λ2z −m2 ≥ 0. Standard estimates (e.g.,
[Ho¨r90, (8.1.1)]) yield constants CN > 0 for N ∈ N such that ∣gˆ (λ)∣ ≤ CN (1 + ∣λ∣)−N for all
λ ∈ R. Hence,
∑
z∈Z+ 2λpz sin
2 θf,z ≤ ∑
z∈Z+
C2N(1 + 2λz)2N λp+2z ≤ ∑z∈Z+ C
2
N
22N
λp+2−2Nz , N ∈ N.
According to [LM89, Chap.III, (5.6)], we know that there exists a constant c > 0 such that
d (Λ) ≤ cΛ21/2 holds for all Λ > 0, where d (Λ) = dim (⊕∣λ∣≤ΛEλ) and Eλ is the eigenspace
of the smooth C4- resp. (C4)∗-valued eigenfunctions on Σ to the eigenvalue λ of Hsp (resp.
Hcosp). Let M (z) ∶= max{w ∈ Z′ ∣ ∣λw∣ = ∣λz ∣}, which exists by the finite multiplicity of
the eigenvalues of Hsp and Hcosp; then by counting, we readily see ∣z∣ ≤M (z) = d (∣λz ∣) ≤
c ∣λz ∣21/2 owing to the way we have ordered the countably many eigenvalues of Hsp and
Hcosp (cf. the end of Subsection 2.3). It follows that ∣λz ∣ ≥ k∣z∣2/21, where k = c−2/21.
Letting N > p2 + 1,
∑
z∈Z+ 2λpz sin
2 θf,z ≤ ∑
z∈Z+
C2N
22Nλ2N−p−2z ≤ ∑z∈Z+ C2N22Nk2N−p−2z2(2N−p−2)/21 ,
which converges for N > p/2 + 25/4. l
With the L2-convergence of σ = ∑z∈Z+ σz now established, the remaining task is to show
that σ has a smooth representative. This will be accomplished by using Sobolev estimates,
for which it is convenient to embed M in a 4-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold X
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defined as follows. Reconsider the parallelisable, 3-dimensional, oriented, connected and
compact Riemannian manifold (Σ, h, [Ω]) with which M and N are constructed and the[Ω]-oriented, h-orthonormal smooth global framing (η1, η2, η3). We also use η˜0 to denote
the unique smooth vector field on the circle S1 (regarded as the unit circle of C) satisfying
η˜0 (f) ∣z = ddtf (eitz) ∣t=0 for all z ∈ S1 and for all f ∈ C∞ (S1,R). Then the standard
Riemannian metric on S1, gR may be defined by gR(η˜0, η˜0) = 1, and the orientation [ω] so
that ω(η˜0) = 1. We define X as the smooth product manifold X = S1 ×Σ, equipped with
Riemannian metric gR ∶= pr∗1 gS1 + pr∗2 h. The triple (X,gR, [pr∗1 ω ∧ pr∗2 Ω]), constitutes
4-dimensional, oriented, connected and compact Riemannian manifold.
Now consider the smooth embedding j ∶ (a, b)Ð→ S1, tz→ e2pi i(t−a)/(b−a) and the corre-
sponding embedding ψ ∶M Ð→ X, ψ = j × idΣ. Fix χ ∈ C∞0 (a, b) and define τz ∈ C∞(X ×
X,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗) by the push-forward τz = (ψ × ψ)∗(χ ⊗ χ)σz. Then it is easily seen that(χ⊗χ)σ = ∑z∈Z+(χ⊗χ)σz has a smooth representative in L2 (M ×M,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗ ; volM×M)
if and only if ∑z∈Z+ τz exists in L2 (X ×X,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗ ; volM×M) and has a smooth repre-
sentative τ ∈ C∞(X × X,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗); indeed, the pull-back of τ by ψ × ψ is a smooth
representative of (χ⊗χ)σ. If this can be done for arbitrary χ, then σ itself has a smooth
representative – this will now occupy the remainder of the section.
We introduce two first order partial differential operators on X:
Dsu = γ0 (−η˜0 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hsp)γ0u, u ∈ C∞ (X,C4) ,(38)
and
Dcv = [(η˜0 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hcosp) vγ0]γ0, v ∈ C∞ (X, (C4)∗) ,(39)
where 1 denotes the identity on C∞ (S1,C) and we have made use of the standard con-
tinuous identifications.
Lemma 3.7. Ds ∶ C∞ (X,C4) Ð→ C∞ (X,C4) and Dc ∶ C∞ (X, (C4)∗) Ð→ C∞ (X, (C4)∗)
are elliptic.
Proof : We show this claim for Dc; the proof for Ds is analogous. From (39) we obtain
for the principal symbol σDc (ξ) = ξ0 + i ξiγ0γi (cf. Lemma 2.1); hence det (ξ0 + i ξiγ0γi) =(ξ20 + ξ21 + ξ22 + ξ23)2, which shows that σDc (ξ) is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces
for all ξ ∈ T ∗X unless ξ = 0 ∈ T ∗X(t,x) for (t, x) ∈X. l
We will need to introduce various Sobolev spaces of vector-valued functions on X and
X ×X, each of which can be defined as the completion of the space of smooth vector-
valued functions in an appropriate Sobolev norm. In fact, there are many equivalent
norms that can be used: any linear connection determines a corresponding basic Sobolev
norm of order s = 0,1,2, . . . [LM89, Chap.III, §2] (and the norms induced by different con-
nections and inner products are all equivalent). However, any elliptic partial differential
operator of order s also induces an equivalent norm and therefore the same completion
[LM89, Thm.III.5.2(iii)]. We may therefore define the following Sobolev spaces, for s ∈ N0:
L2s(X,C4; volX) and L2s(X, (C4)∗; volX) are defined to be the completions of C∞ (X,C4)
and C∞ (X, (C4)∗) with respect to the norms defined by
∥F ∥2X,s ∶= ∥F ∥2X,0 + ∥(Ds)sF ∥2X,0∥G∥2X,s ∶= ∥G∥2X,0 + ∥(Dc)sG∥2X,0
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for F ∈ C∞ (X,C4), G ∈ C∞ (X, (C4)∗) (we do not distinguish notationally between these
norms, as it will always be clear which is intended), where ∥⋅∥X,0 denotes the ordinary
L2-norm. Similarly, we define L2s(X × X,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗ ; volX×X) to be the completion ofC∞ (X ×X,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗) with respect to the norm
∥H∥2X×X,s ∶= ∥H∥2X×X,0 + ∥((Ds)s ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ (Dc)s)H∥2X×X,0 .
Each of these spaces has a natural Hilbert space inner product compatible with the norms
just given, e.g., ⟨F ∣ F ′⟩X,s ∶= ⟨F ∣ F ′⟩X,0 + ⟨(Ds)sF ∣ (Ds)sF ′⟩X,0
for F,F ′ ∈ C∞ (X,C4). The choices just made ensure that the various norms interact well:
Lemma 3.8. For s = 0,1,2, . . ., we have the estimate
∥F ⊗G∥2X×X,s ≤ 2∥F ∥2X,s∥G∥2X,s
for all F ∈ C∞ (X,C4), G ∈ C∞ (X, (C4)∗).
Proof : We compute
∥F ⊗G∥2X×X,s = ∥F ∥2X,0∥G∥2X,0 + ∥((Ds)sF )⊗G + F ⊗ ((Dc)sG)∥2X×X,0≤ ∥F ∥2X,0∥G∥2X,0 + 2∥((Ds)sF )⊗G∥2X×X,0 + 2∥F ⊗ ((Dc)sG)∥2X×X,0≤ ∥F ∥2X,0∥G∥2X,0 + 2∥(Ds)sF ∥2X,0∥G∥2X,0 + 2∥F ∥2X,0∥(Dc)sG∥2X,0≤ 2∥F ∥2X,s∥G∥2X,s,
where we have used the Hilbert space inequality ∥a+ b∥2 ≤ 2∥a∥2 +2∥b∥2 (a consequence of
the parallelogram law). l
Next, note that, for u ∈ C∞(S1,C) we have
Ds [uγ0χz] = (−η˜0 (u) + uλz)γ0χz, z ∈ Z′
and
Dc [uζzγ0] = (η˜0 (u) + uλz) ζzγ0, z ∈ Z′
and we obtain by induction
(Ds)s [uγ0χz] = (−1)s(P−λz ,su)γ0χz, (Dc)s [uζzγ0] = (Pλz ,su)ζzγ0, z ∈ Z′
where Pλ,s (λ ∈ R, s ∈ N0) is a differential operator on C∞(S1) of order s, depending
polynomially on λ, given by
Pλ,su ∶= s∑
k=0(sk)η˜s−k0 (u)λk.
A number of consequences follow. First, we see that
∥uγ0χz∥2X,s = ∥u∥2S1,0 + ∥P−λz ,su∥2S1,0, ∥vζzγ0∥2X,s = ∥v∥2S1,0 + ∥Pλz ,sv∥2S1,0
and hence
∥(uγ0χz)⊗ (vζwγ0)∥2X×X,s ≤ 2 (∥u∥2S1,0 + ∥P−λz ,su∥2S1,0) (∥v∥2S1,0 + ∥Pλw,sv∥2S1,0)
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for all u, v ∈ C∞(S1,C), w, z ∈ Z′.
Let us also observe that, for λ ∈ R, s ∈ N0, Qλ,s ∶= ∣Pλ,sj∗(χeiλ⋅)∣2 is a polynomial of
degree 2s in λ ∈ R with nonnegative coefficients in C∞(S1,R), whose L1-norm ∫S1Qλ,s volS1
is also a polynomial of the same degree. Therefore there is, for each s ∈ N0, a constant
Cs > 0 such that ∥j∗(χeiλ⋅)∥2S1,0 + ∥Pλ,sj∗(χeiλ⋅)∥2S1,0 ≤ Cs(1 + ∣λ∣2s)
for all λ ∈ R. From this, it follows that both ∥ψ∗χγ0κ±z ∥2X,s and ∥ψ∗χκ±†z γ0∥2X,s are bounded
above by Cs(1 + ∣λz ∣)2s for all z ∈ Z+ and hence∥(ψ × ψ)∗(χγ0κ±z )⊗ (χκ±†z γ0)∥2X×X,s ≤ 2C2s (1 + λ2sz )2
for arbitrary and independent choices of the signs on the left-hand side. The function
τz is a linear combination of four such terms, which are mutually orthogonal in L2s(X ×
X,C4 ⊗ (C4)∗ ; volX×X). Thus (cf. the computation (36))∥τz∥2X×X,s ≤ 4C2s (1 + λ2sz )2 sin2 θf,z, z ∈ Z+.
Owing to Lemma 3.6, we may conclude, for each s = 0,1,2, . . ., that ∑z∈Z+∥τz∥2X×X,s <∞,
because the τz are easily seen to be pairwise orthogonal in L2s(X ×X,C4⊗(C4)∗ ; volX×X).
Accordingly, τ ∶= ∑z∈Z+ τz not only exists in L2(X ×X,C4⊗(C4)∗ ; volX×X), but also has a
smooth representative as a result of the Sobolev embedding theorem [LM89, Thm.III.5.2(iii)].
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.5, as χ ∈ C∞0 (a, b) was arbitrary in the discussion
above.
3.3 Quantum fluctuations in the FP-state
In this subsection use FP-states to define Wick polynomials by normal ordering in Hilbert
space representations, and then study the fluctuations of such Wick polynomials in the
FP-state. We let M again be an oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic slab of
dimension 4 with compact spatial section Σ and spin connections ∇sp and ∇cosp as in
Section 2.3. Let f ∈ L1(R) be nonnegative and consider the GNS representation of
the corresponding FP-state ωFPf . The GNS Hilbert space is a Fock space generated by
creation and annihilation operators b†z, d
†
z, bz and dz (z ∈ Z+) obeying the anticommutation
relations {bw, b†z} = {dw, d†z} = δwz1 and all other anticommutators among these operators
vanishing, and the GNS vector is the Fock vacuum vector Ω. The quantum Dirac spinor
field and its Dirac adjoint take the form
Ψ [v] = ∑
z∈Z+∫M (v (t, x)κ+f,z (t, x) bz + v (t, x)κ−f,z (t, x)d†z)volM,(40)
v ∈ C∞0 (X, (C4)∗),
and
Ψ† [u] = ∑
z∈Z+∫M (κ+†f,z (t, x)u (t, x) b†z + κ−†f,z (t, x)u (t, x)dz)volM,(41)
v ∈ C∞0 (X,C4).
As a consistency check, it is easily verified that ⟨Ω ∣ (Ψ [v]Ψ† [u′] +Ψ† [u]Ψ [v′])Ω⟩ =
W
(2)
FPf
[(u⊕ v)⊗ (u′ ⊕ v′)] for all u,u′ ∈ C∞0 (X,C4) and for all v, v′ ∈ C∞0 (X, (C4)∗). For
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comparison, in a Fock space representation where the Fock vacuum Ω0 represents the
reference state ω0, i.e., the ground state, the quantum Dirac spinor field and the quantum
Dirac cospinor field are given by the above expressions but with κ±f,z replaced by κ±z
respectively, and yield the ground state two-point function W
(2)
0 in the analogous fashion.
(If one replaces κ±f,z replaced by κ∓z , one obtains a ‘ceiling state’.)
With normal ordering defined in the usual way, we define the energy density operator
% ∶= i
2
(∶Ψ†γ0Ψ˙ − Ψ˙†γ0Ψ∶) ,
which has vanishing expectation value in the FP-state vector Ω, by the definition of normal
ordering. We compute the fluctuations of % in Ω, starting with the observation that
% (h⊗ g)Ω = i
2
∑
w,z∈Z+∫M (κ+∗f,w (t, x) κ˙−f,z (t, x) − κ˙+∗f,w (t, x)κ−f,z (t, x))h (t) g (x) volM b†wd†zΩ
h ∈ C∞0 (R,C), g ∈ C∞ (Σ,C).(42)
Taking g to be the constant unit function on Σ, we can perform the integration over Σ
and make use of the orthonormality relations of the χz. Noting, for example, that
i
2 ∫
M
κ+∗f,w (t, x) κ˙−f,z (t, x)h (t) volM = −λz2 ∫
M
(cos θf,wκ+∗w (t, x) + eiφf,w sin θf,wκ−∗w (t, x))
× (cos θf,zκ−z (t, x) + eiφf,z sin θf,zκ+z (t, x))volM= −λz
2
eiφf,z cos θf,w sin θf,zδwz − λz
2
eiφf,w cos θf,z sin θf,wδwz= −λweiφf,w cos θf,w sin θf,wδwz,
we obtain for (42):
% (h⊗ 1)Ω = −hˆ(0) ∑
w∈Z+ λwe−iφf,w sin 2θf,wb†wd†wΩ h ∈ C∞0 (R,C).
The operator % (h⊗ 1) is of course the total energy, up to an overall constant; the fact that
the right-hand side depends on h only via hˆ(0) shows that the energy is conserved (note
that Ω is not, in general, invariant under the time evolution). The squared fluctuation of
% (h⊗ 1) in the FP-state ωFPf is
∥% (h⊗ 1)Ω∥2 = ∣hˆ(0)∣2 ∑
w∈Z+ λ2w sin
2 2θf,w(43)
(recall that ρ(h⊗1) has vanishing expectation value in state Ω). Evidently the right-hand
side of (43) can only converge if sin2 2θf,w → 0 as w → ∞ (faster than λ−2w ) and, hence,
only if sin θf,w → 0. In the case of the unsoftened FP-state, Lemma 3.3 yields:
Theorem 3.9. Let M be an oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic slab of dimension
4 with compact spatial section Σ, a = −b for b ∈ (0,∞) and spin connections ∇sp and ∇cosp
as in Section 2.3. Then the set of the b ∈ (0,∞) for which the normal ordered energy
density % has finite quantum fluctuations in the corresponding (i.e., unsoftened) FP-state
is of Lebesgue measure zero.
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We make no statement for the case where b ∈ (0,∞) is taken from the set of Lebesgue
measure zero. In the case of the softened FP-states, however, the fluctuations are finite,
due to the estimate sin2 2θ ≤ 4 sin2 θ, combined with the p = 2 case of Lemma 3.6.
The calculation above is easily extended to deal with other Wick products. For example,
it is easily seen that if % is replaced by
%(p) ∶= i
2
(∶Ψ†γ0∂2p−1t Ψ − (∂2p−1t Ψ)†γ0Ψ∶) ,
for p ∈ Z+, then the squared fluctuation of %(p) (h⊗ 1) in the state ωFPf is
∥%(p) (h⊗ 1)Ω∥2 = ∣hˆ(0)∣2 ∑
w∈Z+ λ4p−2w sin
2 2θf,w.(44)
If f is smooth and compactly supported in (a, b), then the series converges for all p ∈ Z+
by Lemma 3.6, and the fluctuations are finite. This is to be expected, in the light of
Theorem 3.5: any product of smeared Wick polynomials defined relative to Hadamard
states has a finite expectation value in a Hadamard state – a result going back to of
Brunetti, Fredenhagen and Ko¨hler [BFK96] in the scalar case, and (modulo inessential
differences) to Dappiaggi, Hack and Pinamonti [DHP09] in the Dirac case. However, we
may also reverse the reasoning: suppose all Wick polynomials have finite fluctuations in
ωFPf , for some nonnegative f ∈ L1(R). Then the series on the right-hand side of (44)
converge for all p ∈ Z+. By the remark above Lemma 3.1, we have cos2 θf,z > 1/2 and hence
sin2 2θf,z ≥ 2 sin2 θf,z. Consequently ∑w∈Z+ λ4p−2w sin2 θf,w converges for each p ∈ Z+ and so
the statement of Lemma 3.6 is valid for our choice of f (whether or not it is actually
smooth and compactly supported). Inspecting the proof of Theorem 3.5, we see that it
requires no other property of f , and so its statement also holds. Hence we have proved:
Theorem 3.10. Let M be an oriented and globally hyperbolic ultrastatic slab of dimension
4 with compact spatial section Σ, a, b ∈ R with a < b, and spin connections ∇sp and ∇cosp
as in Section 2.3. If f is any integrable nonnegative function such that the corresponding
FP-state ωFPf has finite fluctuations for all its Wick polynomials, then ωFPf is Hadamard.
The above result is an analogue of a result proved as [FV13, Thm 2.3] for the scalar
field, which asserts that general pure quasifree states with finite fluctuations for their
associated Wick polynomials are Hadamard. Here, we have proved the same statement
for FP-states. More generally, we conjecture that any pure quasifree state of the Dirac
field on an ultrastatic slab that has finite fluctuations for its Wick polynomials is ei-
ther Hadamard or anti-Hadamard. Here, a slight digression is needed: Recall that a
Hadamard state may be defined in terms of the wave-front set [Ho¨r90] of its two-point
function, which gives an equivalent formulation to the original definition using series
expansions [KW91]. Using a nonstandard Fourier convention (in line with that used else-
where in this paper and in [Rad96]) the Hadamard condition may be simplified to the
requirement that WF(W (2)) ⊂ N +×N −, where N +/− is the bundle of future/past-directed
null covectors on the spacetime M.5 By contrast, we say that the state is anti-Hadamard
if WF(W (2)) ⊂ N − × N +. Thus, while Hadamard two-point functions are positive fre-
quency in the first slot and negative frequency in the second, the situation is reversed for
anti-Hadamard states.
5For equivalence of this condition with the original definition [KW91] in the scalar case, see [Rad96]
and [SV01] for a treatment encompassing fermionic fields as well.
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The scalar field does not admit anti-Hadamard states, because the wave-front set condi-
tion turns out to be incompatible with the positivity of states, and this probably accounts
for the lack of discussion of such states in the literature. However, anti-Hadamard states
do exist for the Dirac field – the simplest example is the ceiling state6 on the full ultra-
static spacetime, which corresponds to replacing the mode functions κ±f,z by κ∓z in (40).
Anti-Hadamard states are excluded from the conclusion of Theorem 3.10 due to our as-
sumption that f is nonnegative; reversing this choice, the resulting softened FP-states
would be anti-Hadamard by the analogue of Theorem 3.5, using the ceiling state as the
reference anti-Hadamard state.
While our conjecture for Dirac fields does not single out the Hadamard class as cleanly
as is the case for the scalar field, it would still show that the finite fluctuation condition is
linked to the ultraviolet behaviour of the two-point function, expressed via the wave-front
set. Demanding additionally that the renormalised energy density obeys quantum energy
inequalities (QEIs) [FV02] would then select the Hadamard class, because anti-Hadamard
states obey reversed QEIs in which averaged energy densities are bounded from above.
4 Summary
We have shown how to obtain a gauge invariant, pure and quasifree state, the FP-state, on
the C*-completion of the self-dual CAR-algebra for the quantised free Dirac field following
the covariant description in [FR14a] of the fermionic projector. In our calculations, we
have restricted ourselves to oriented globally hyperbolic ultrastatic slabs with compact
spatial section and parameters m > 0. We have shown that the FP-state suffers from
the same shortcomings as the SJ-state for the quantised free real scalar field, that is, it
can almost always be ruled out that the FP-state is a Hadamard state. Our arguments
here are remarkably similar in spirit to those used in the case of the SJ-state [FV12b].
In view of this, the FP-state is as ‘badly’ behaved (regarding the Hadamard property) as
the SJ-state.
However, as we have also shown, the fermionic projector description is still valuable
since a Hadamard state can always be obtained by a modification in the style of [BF14].
In this way, the covariant character of the fermionic projector description is spoiled since
a smooth cut-off function is introduced. It could perhaps be said that the FP-state is
better behaved than the SJ-state because the smooth cut-off function appears only once in
our construction, whereas it appears twice in the the Brum-Fredenhagen modification of
the SJ-state (compare [BF14, (19)] with our (21)). Like [BF14], we have not investigated
the detailed physical interpretation of the modified FP-state and leave this to a further
analysis. However, they are of interest, at least as a class of Hadamard states constructed
without explicit reference to the ultrastatic ground state or using the technique of space-
time deformation. Moreover, within the class of FP-states, there is the same tight link
between finiteness of fluctuations for Wick polynomials and the Hadamard condition as
obtains for pure quasifree states of the scalar field established in [FV13].
It would also be very interesting to see how our calculations and results can be carried
over to globally hyperbolic spacetimes of finite lifetime that are not ultrastatic slabs or
have non-compact spatial section. Similarly, reference [FR14b] discusses the fermionic
projector for spacetimes of infinite lifetime and it would be interesting to extract states
from that description and investigate their properties, though this would involve a much
6See [BR97, Def. 5.3.18, Example 5.3.20] for general results concerning ceiling states on CAR algebras.
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more complicated analysis.
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